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ABSTRACT 

il inclusion enobles inclusive sustainable development of the country Technology is the key to financiol inclusion. Mobile ino emerged as the most popular, promising and well suited technology for financial inclusion. Mobile bonkung as le of financial inclusion has great scope in lndia. However, it is seen that in India, majority of people have not odoptea 
ia toencing the adoption and acceptance of mobile banking and olso try to look at the challenges per with mobile at vorious bankin9 Ine factors 

s bosed on both prumary and secondary data. To collect informatiort20 customers each from three banks of Jorhattownwere selected as sampleresponden.AS @ resuG, total number of sample respondents were 60 from whom primary data were colected. The relevant secondary dota werecollected fromjournols, magazines and websites: The study revedls that adoption mobile banking depends upon foctors like compatibility trialability, complexity and perceived risk. Again there are numDer of challenges with the adoption of mobile banking which are to be addressed to make mobile banking a great potential for financiol inclusion. 

Keywords: Mobile bonking, Funancial inclusion Adoption 
INTRODUCTION 

With the growth of the Indian Economy, focus has been on the achievement of inclusive sustainable growth. A 

srong financialsystemis required for inclusive sustainable growmh. Financial inclusion enables inclusive sustainable 
economic and social development of the country. Technology is the key to financial inclusion. It can reduce cost 

significantly and can take banking to masses. Now a days mobile phone has emerged as the most popular, promising 
and well suited technology for financial inclusion. The use of mobile phone is very suitable for financial inclusion in 
the countries like India where there is deep penetration of the mobile phone. 

Concept of Financial Incusion 

Financial inclhusion stands for delivery of appropriate financial services at an affordable cost on timely basis to 

vlnerable groups who lack access to even most basis banking service. (Sanu Garg et.al. 2014).1 Financial inclusion 
takes into account the participation of vulnerable groups such as weaker section ofthe society, low income groups 
and women in financial system of the country so that they have access to various financial services such as saving and 

Payment account, credit, insurance, pension etc. According to the committee of Financial Inclusion headed by C. 

Nangarajan (2008)2 defined financial inclusion as "The process of ensuring access to financial services and timely and 

uuate, credit where needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker section and low income group at affordable 

CoSt. 

Concept of Mobile Banking 

e banking has emerged as new alternative way of banking which is more convenient and user friendly than 

nal torm of banking. It is covering the concept of anytime, anywhere banking into reality. Mobile banking 

TVOlution that is driven by the world's one of the fastest growing sectors mobile communication technology. 

tele e banking is defined as, "the provision and usage of banking and fnancial services with the help of mobile 

ncation devices. Mobile banking is a system that helps the customers to conduct a number of financial 

Ctions with the help of their mobile devices (Manav Aggrawal, z019). 

MOBILE BANKING IN INDIA
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inclusive Sustainable growth requires a strong financial system. Financial inclusion enables inclusIve sustainable economc ard 
ancial clusion stands for delivery of appropnate inancial serices at an affordable cost o 

SOcia oev hle up who lack access to most basic banking 5ervice. lechnology 5Key to Tinancial incusion. It can tare 

Among all technology led banking practices mobile banking nas emerged ds d moST Suntadle technology to 

financial inclusion in a country like Indla where there Is penetration of moDie. nE e o dncial inclusn 
depends upon its acceptability by common people which in turn depenos upon tne dtu e ooe Dankng 

5 moble 
services. 

Danking. Here the study area is Jorhat district of ASsam and the target group isrurd populdtto uu Sidge rdnoom samplirg 

method is Used to draw sample respondent and Likert scaling technique is applied tO medsuredutdoe. 
dinst nis Dackarop the present study is being proposed to know the attnuoeP o 

poor. However, more researcn is required to understand the ssues 

INTRODUCTION: With the growth of the Indian Economy, focus has been on the 

àchievement ot incluUsive sustainable growth. With this oDjective 

dtemptDeing made to include maximum number of people orderto scale up financial inclusion through technology. 

from all the sections of the society in the process of economiC 

growth. Finance has become an essential part of an economy for 

economic and social development. A Strong inancial system s 

required in a developing economY he na civ 

sustainable growth. Financia incusion Sustainabie econonmic and soCial development of the country 

that prevent 1ow-income, owiterate populations from that preve inn and using existing m-banking servces meaningtu 

According to Vinayagamoorthy and sankar, (2012) Mobile 

Banking, also known as M-Banking. can pertorm vanous runctio 
like mini statement, checking o account nistonY SMS àe, 

access to card statement, balance check, moDile recharge etc via 

mobile phones. BankS are constantiy updating their technology 
and want to Increase their customer base by reaching to each and 

every customer. Ihere are nmany advantages of using mobile 

banking. Such as people in the rural or remote areas can alsog 
easy access to mobile banking wnenevere about the 

mobile banking and accora ations like fund transter performing various Dd 
Dalance check, paymments etc. via mobile phones. 

Usive 

Financial inclusion stands for delivery of appropriate financial 

Servc 
red an aftordable cost on tumely Dasis to vulnerabie grOups 

lack access to even most basic bankingServicend 
ancial 

clusion takes into account the participation of vulnerable groups Vinayagamoortny dnd sdnkar, tdl4) nve u 

such as weaker sections of the society, low income groups ond 
women in the tinancial system of the country so that they have 

access to various financial serviCes such as saving ànd payment 

account, credit, insurance, pension etc. 
Manav Aggrawal (2014) states that banking is the backbone O 

ustry and technology plays an important role in eve 

Technology led banking practices are the key to tinancial inciusion 
It can reduce cost of achieving inancial inciusion 5igicdnuy and 
can take banking t masses. echnology led banking prac 

generic term encompassing internet Danking, 1eepno 
mobile banking etc. In other words, it is a pre 

Danking Services and products through electronic channel such as 

telephone, Internet, mobile phone etc. 

industry. Mobile Banking is a big mobile telecommunca 

platrorm ot new technolo9y which promotes the banking 
Tunctions in India. Mobile banking helps the banks to incred 

CUstomer base. loday everyone has a mobile phone in nana 

number o1 mobile users in India got second position in tne 
ne increasing Trequency of mobile internet users gives tne 

energy to the mobile banking. 

banking. 
f developing 

Now a days mobile phone has emerged as the most popular, 

promising ana wen Use of mobile phone is very sultable for financlal inclusion in those 

cOuntrresinis thep 

According to Laforat & Li (2005) Research on consumer t 
and adoption of moble Danking snoe rds 
pre-determining the consumer's attitude towards onine banking 

ology for financial inclusion. ine eral facto 

dru here is deep penetration of the moone P 

provision of banking services to customers Such as person's demography, motivation and Denavou ne 

Diie devices. In other words mobile banking reters to different banking technologies and individual acceplane ard 

ano usageor banking ano inarncial services with the help technology. It has been found that consumers attoe o and 
viie online danking are intluenced by prior experience o COp 

of mobile telecommunication devices. Mobile banking nas 

emergeo 3s new aternative way or banking which Is more 
COnvenient dnd user Triendly than traditional torm of Danking. it is 

Covering the concept of anytime, anywwhere banking into reality 
(Kaur, Madan. 2013). Mobile banking iS à revolution that is driven 

by the world's one of the faster growing sectors mobile 

communication technology. 

newtechnology. 
tes 

Roger's (2003) innovation diffusion model's ar nd 
tu compatibility, relatvetibility, ease of t mob und that Relative advantage, compatibinty, edodoot mobile 

of complexity) has a significant eftect on dtuu evity must e 

banking services. He also suggested nat ters in intere 
reduced in order to increase the nunoe th the adoptio 

Danking and compatibility has a positive relation wit UTERATURE REVIEW 

Medhi et al. (2009) studied the mobile banking adaptation and 
USage by low-lterate and low income users. Due to the increasing onternet Danking 

eerton olmoie phones even in p00r communitues, mooe 

e-enoed banking (m-bankin9) services are increasingiy 
Targeing the "unbanked' to bring formal financial services to the 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 
ening Ot Tinancial inclusion by using technology 

nobie 
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TRIPLE TALAQ AND THE 

LEGAL CONUNDRUM IN THE 
SHARAYA BANO CASE 

PALLAVI DEVI AND ANJAN SAIKIA 

Introduction 

ec 2 of the Shariat Act, 1937 read as Notwithstanding any 
Customs or usage to the contrary, in all questions regarding 

ntestate succession, special property of females, including 
personal property inherited or obtained under contract or gift 
or any other provision of personal law, marriage, dissolution of 

marriage, including talaq, ila, zihar, lian, khula and mubaraat, 
maintenance, dower, guardianship, gifts, trusts and trust properties 
and wakfs (other than charities and charitable institutions and 
naritable and religious endowments) the rule of decision in cases 

ere the parties are Muslims shall be the Muslim Personal Law 
Oariat). The scope and purpose of this section is to abrogate 

M and usage in so far as these have displaced the rules of 
Mahommedan law. 
dete Despi e the precept of the Prophet, "Oh, Allah, the most 
CO e of all permitted things is divorce", divorce is the most 

emarkahihibited aspect of Muslim Matrimonial Law. Another 
no ole feature of Muslim Law of divorce is that in most cases, 
of al or non-judicial authority is needed to effect dissoluuon 
of marriage. 
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A SWOT ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT IN NORTH EAST INDIA 
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ABSTRACT 
North East India North East India comprising eightNorth Indian States covering 8 percent of India's land surface and 3.1 
percent of fndia's population is a centre stage ot india'5 Act East Policy as this region is a gateway to South 

This region has great potentidl to develop not just as selt susiaining economic unit but also critical for overall 

East Asiofthe country. North East India has vast naturdal resources. The region is endowed with rich bydro power potentialdeveloptm. natural gas and other minerals, torest wedlth, horticulture etc. As about 98 percent of the region is covered with 
codl Plborder it hasgreat potential tortrade and collaboration.Again the region has vast potential for all types of tourism nteraul these, the region is relatively backward, This might be due to lack of proper developmental strategy and policy. To 

nteproper toadmap candstrartegyiordevelopmentit is very necessary to analyso the strength, weakness, opportunities, reat (SWOT of North East India. This paper makes an atempt for SwOT analysis of development in North East India 
and Uhrear 

which may 
mcybe helpful in making properpolicyinitatives andstrategy for overail development of the region. 

KEYWORDS : Development, SWOT, North East India. 

education and skill development. All these have to be doneINTRODUCTION: 

North Eastern Region has got its delinte identity due lo its keeping in mind the need for preserving the rich bio-diversity 

peculiar physical, economlc and socio-cultural 

characteristics. This region 1s a tredsure house ol various 

resources and at the Same time 1s a store house of diverse 

and diverse ethnic culture of the region. To formulate redlistic 
plan and policies for all round development of the region 

Keeping in mind the resource potenial ot the region it is very 

essential to andlyze the Strength, Weakness/Opportunifies problem. (PK- Dhar, 2013). The Noth Eastem Hegion of India 

s composed of eight slates, covering 263,179 sq km which is and Threat (SWOT) of development in this region. Such am 

obout 8 percent of the total geographical area of the country 
NB. Singh, 2006). It is a land locked region and about 4500 
km ie. 98 percent of its border is with five countries viz, 

attempt is made in this paper. The study is purely analytical in 

nature. All intormation was taken from secondary sources 

such as books, journals and the material available in the 

Internet. Bangladesh, Myanmar, Bhutan, Nepal and China. The North 

Castem region has great polential to develop not just as a self 
nustaining economic unit of India but also contribute to the swOT Analysis of the North Eastern Region of India 
success story of the country. This region is endowed wth huge 
untapped natural resources and is _dcknowledged as the 

easemgaleway lor the country's "Act East Policy". 

Strength: 
1. Abundance of forest and mineral resources are great 

strength for development of the region. North Eastem 
Region is very much rich in respect forest resources. About 

64.2percent of the total geographical ared of this rogion is 

covered by forest. Such a huge forest resource is a base for 

forest base economy of the region. This region is also rich 
in mineral resources like crude petroleum, natural gas, 

ne total population of the region is about 38 million, 3.8 
percent of country's population of which Assam contributes 68

percent ot the lolal population. Assam recorded the hignest 
population with 398 per sq. km and Arundchal 

desh lowest density of population with 17per sd- Bich water resource is another strength of North Eastem Mizo 
wh cords the highest literacy rate with 91.33 percent 

imestone, dolomite, uranium, ire clay, kaoline etcC. 

Hegion. Due to favourable impact of monsoon the entire 

North Eastern regionis experiencing adequdte quanity of 

rainiall. The Brahmapulra and Barak are fwo major nvers 

which have 35 and 9 tributanes respectively, eachof which 

Podec er than the national average and Anunacna 
ISterfedecords the lowest literacy rate with 54.3 percent 
Setistical abstract). 
on is richly endowed with bio-diversity. hydro 

Porential, 
and toreerais ike oil and natural gas, coal, limestone etc 

has considerable catchment area. The rivers of North 

Eastern Region are the store house ol Hydro power 

potential. 
equiremena er 10 percent of the forest, product 

egion hgs cOuniry are met from this region. The 3. Presence of numerous tea estates are a strength 1or the 

bout 80 ne gn potential to generate hydropower, 1.e 

untry, Wi ot the total hydropower potential in this 

aned geo-climatic condition the region is very 

economy ol this region. The geographical condiions of 

this region are very suitable tor tea plantations. Tea 

industry is an important source ot capital lormations of 

this region. 

4. Presence ot diverse ethnic tnbal culfure edch with unique 
customs and traditions. 

5. Rich bamboo reserves of this region is a great strength for 

the region to develop bamboo based economy and 

Saitable 
Ops. A oculture, floriculture and other planiauon 
mon ery of Iruits like pineapples, banana, orag .mango paya are abundantly grown in this region. 

major plus tor most variety of orchids in the country. 
Ptod or plantatior 
Cr in the co tOp grown in the region and 1S Jargest 

bof med Ihe region is also richly endowed wtn 
handicraits. 

ure, tranen Owever due to lack of proper 6. Natural tounsm siles ike Loktak lake of Manipur, Majuli 

pouical gey remain untapped. 

istr 
(The largest river island), National Parks and sanctuaries 

like Kaziranga, Manas etc are the strength lorthis region. 

7. Relatively clean and polution Iree environment. 

0 polipo and communication system, tinance 
conditions of the region these resources 

ECTIVES AND METHOD io hornes 
OD: Weaknesses: 

larvestmas 
Ptoand epotential of this region significant 
ng the ovelopment initiatives will be required n 

3 infrastructure (Physical and nnanciaul. 

1. Lack ot sound transportaion dna communication system 
is a foremost weakrness 1or development of this region. 

Geographical isolation, diihcullterrain and lack of proper 
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Literally the term 'post-colonial' means the period after colonial time. 

Post-colonial refers to the study of texts both of during and after the colonial 

period. The influence of colonized upon the colonized is the main focus for 

the post-colonial study. Colonized people are always affected by the hands 

of colonizer. Colonial study analyses the influence of colonizer in matters 

like politics, culture, language, behaviour and economy. That is why post 

colonial study is also called a cultural study. The conflict between colonized

and colonizer in politics, colonizer's sense of possessiveness and struggle 

Or independence are some subjects of political matters. So, in this regard 

LOIS Tyson (2006) states that, "Post-colonial theory offers us a framework

10r examining the similarities among all critical theories that deal with human 

Ppression, such as Marxism, Feminist, gay, Lesbian and queer theories and 

urican American Theory" (p.418). Colonized people adopt the culture. 

nguage, lifestyle and behaviours of colonizer. 

The Mimic Men (1967) marks an important land mark in the literary 

cer of V.S. Naipaul. The novel portrays the condition of a newly 

he dent country in the Caribbean, the island of Isabella and projects 

uS the condition of the people in postcolonial era. The very title of the 

Sikhyajyoti*79
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Abstract 
Bamboo also regarded as 'green gold' has sigificant role in the 

socio-economic development of North Eastern Region as the region grows 
about two third of the bamboo resources of the couniry A large variety of 
bamboo species grows in the region. Due to its versatile nature and multiple 

uses bamboo has wide and varied scope for income and employment 
generation in North East. Bamboo is a way of life for tribal of the region 

and the basis of handicraft and cottage industries. It is also used in 

construction activities and it is a major source of raw material for paper 
and pulp industries. Presently it is fast emerging as a substitute of wood 

Bamboo is also identified as strategic resources to tackle climate change 
and environment degradation. Despite great potential bamboo sector has 

not gained desired momentum in the region due to various constraints such 

as regulatory restrictions, poor market linkage, poor technology application 
etc. To overcome such constraints various interventions are required 

specially on the part of govt. to achieve socio economic sustainability in 

the region. 

Bamboo which is also regarded as the Green Gold' of the 21 
century played a significant role in human society since time immemorial 
and today it contributes to the subsistence need of over a billion people 

worldwide. Due to its versatile nature and multiple uses, it is also called 

poor man's timber' Traditionally it has been used as material for housing 
and shelter, fencing, fuel, food and to make material for agriculture and 
other purposes. In moderm days, it is being used as raw material for various 

industries such as paper and pulp, construction and engineering material 
etc. Though bamboo grows tall like a tree, it belongs to the family of 
grass. Bamboo can be grown easily and grows much faster than any tree. 
I is very eco-friendly and now it is becoming a good substitute of wood. 

231 
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ABSTRACT Demonetization ofcurrency isaradical monetary step in which a currency units status as a legal tenderis dedare cultiv 

currency notes which are the two blggest denominated notes accounted tor nearly B0 percent of the currency supply. In Indaareas 

demonetization move has been taken to unearth blackmoney,totrace fake currency,to transtorm indianeconomyintocashles5 econom sake 

to controlterror funding and so on. This decision taken by the governmentisfor welfare of the nation, but somany questions comesin mind mon 

that, what will be the short term and long term impact of this decision on Indian economy?What is the impact of this decision on common dany 
people?Would the Indian economy be prosperous or would be poor and so on.s 

Against this backdropthe present studyis being proposed with following objectives 

invalid, In November 2016, the government of India has taken a bold step to demonetze Ks. 500 and Rs. 1000 panic 

the e 

are b 

cash 
Tostudy the lmpact of demonetization on common peope casn 

To studythe positive andnegative impactof demonetization on the economy. 

TO knowthe impactof demonetization on digitaltransaction, 

vend 

Methodology: the paper is mainly based on secondary data. Secondary data is collected from internet, journais/ aricies, nEwspapers Sinc 

magazines etc. However the observation of the researcher is also applied especially to study the mpact or demonenzation on coOnmon cash 

neonle Peopaes gove 
hit h 

KEYWORDS : Demonetization, digital transaction, cashless economy, common peopie dow 
Wth 

Woodford (2003). It is not all about how much money you are havr; situa 
Introduction: 
Demonetization is a radical monetary step in whicha currency unit's 
status as a legal tender is declared invalid. In November 2016, the 
Govt. of India has takena bold step to demonetize Rupees 500 and 
Rupees 1000 currency notes which are the two biggest 

denominated notes accounted tor nearly 80 percent of the currency 

supply. There are many reasons of demonetization like resisting 

inflation, esist corruption and black money etc. In ndla, 

demonetization move has been taken to unearth black money, to 

trace fake currency, to transtorm Indian economy into cash less 
economy, to control terror funding and so on. This decision taken by 
the government is for the welfare of the nation, but so many 

questions comes in mind that, what will be the short term and long 
term impact of this decision on Indian economy?What is the impact 
of this decision on common people? Would the lndian economy be 

prosperous or would be poor and so on. Against this backdrop the 

present study entitled "Demonetization and its impact on common 

people and the economy"is formulated. 

in your wallet, you can pay any of the bank card or banking transte 

In the research paper they had show the effect of demonetization Thus 
the areas like, cash rush, stock market, transportation, agriculture dem 

banking, business, income tax, railways etc. There are no exac 

proo's of exact black money holding in cash but studies show tha 

around 8% of black money is held in cash. According to CMIE, thE 

transaction cost of demonetization until 30 December. 2016 2. 

estimated around Rs. 1.28 crore. As per R. Gandhi, Deputy Govenc 
of RBI, speaking on 7 December 2016, Rs. 11.5 lakh crore has beer 
already deposited at bank out of total 14.5 lakh crore which mear 

still3 lakh crore are unidentiied. 

Lokesh Uke (Feb. 2017)in his study said that demonetization in Ind 
is a great efort taken by Indian Government to combat with blac 

money and corruption. Government has become successful in th: mP 

regard to some extent. Amount of cash liquidity increased in t: 1.E 

bank day by day. In future banks will be able to do more and me bee 

loans to the individual and to industrial sectors so that productie 
Objectives ofthe Study: 
To studythe impact ofdemonetization on common people. 

To study the positive and negative impact of demonetization on 

the economy. 

employment and income can generate at fast rate. Howe co 
demonetization has created many hardship to the people of Inci hrc 
Several business disrupted due to lack of liquidity. Indian financ pay 
market, real estate market, FMCG sector, auto sector all are decdlin 
for a short time. The study also opined that the positive impac Ac demonetization will be showed in future. 

Toknowthe impact of demonetization on digital transaction. 

Literature Review: 
Geeta Rani (Nov. 2016) studied the effect of demonetization over uri 

the retail outlets by taking primary data. The study revealed that 
from 9" Nov. to 10 Dec. 2016 there was 20 percent increase in sales 
due to accepting old notes. But after that sales had declined. 

Shopkeepers started paytm and cheque system. shopkeepers had extended credit period. The study identifhes the effect of 

demonetization category wise. Sales of snacks, biscuits, juice/fruit drinks etc decreased by 20 percent, chocolate sale decreased by S0 percent, mobile phone sale decreased by 70 percent, sales of gold increased by 70 percent and so on. The study concludes that demonetization is painful in the short run, but it will surely beneficialfor long run. 

Methodology: 
The paper is mainly based on secondary data. Secondary G gro- 
collected trom internet, journals, articles, news papers, mag pos 
etc. However, the observation of the researcher is also apoi tab 
especially to study the impact of demonetization on com 
people. common people here mean the people in genera Tab 
includes the petty shopkeepers, service holders in prv 

pubiic sectos, self employed persons, cutivators, students etc 
Impact of demonetization on common peopie r pvent Demonetization is one of the most memorable economien 
present time. ts impact is felt by every Indian citizen. It is o 
that demonetization of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 notes nav 

serlous impact on the common people. 

Mr. Brijesh Singh and Dr. N. Babitha Trimmaiah (January 2017) in their research paper studied the effect of demonetization in terms of "Won or Lost. By using the secondary data method i.e. articles, they had conducted their study. In the study report they had tried to explain the concept of cashless economy by taking the reference of 
wait in long queues in the bank to exchange their od 

ple 

was 

hade There was huge hue and cry for demonetization as peoe 
oL 

to deposit the old currency notes in the bank. Again tne 20GJRA GLOBAL JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH ANALYSIS 
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Introduction

Prosperity of India lies in the prosperity of its villages. Inspite of being an agrarian economy the rural scenario of our country projects a rather despondent picture. A large chunk of ural population still remains in abject misery and poverty. Although the percentage of rural population living below the poverty line declined significantly in recent years still millions of rural people are living in perpetual bondage. 
Over the years plethora of poverty alleviation programmes have been implemented in India nd a nuge amount of social and financial investment has been made to achieve poverty eradication. MOSt of the programmes were based on top down approach and did not consider the needs and urements of the needy people. Considering the large no. of people still living below the poverty , nere is no doubt that the resources pump down for poverty alleviation and provisions of subsidiesune name of poor has not been mush effective in achieving the goal of alleviations. The meet the ne implementation of the erstwhile selfemployment programme, the Central Govt. announced programme called Swamajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) in 1999. This programme d ona group approach to rural development where the rural people were organized in Selt 

he r 

UrOup (SHG) and provided micro credit to take up viable economic activities on their own. 
IS avery small voluntary association of poor people preferably from same soCio-economic 

Totaeund. It is an informal group whose members pool saving and relent within the group on by the eed basis. The concept of SHG SHG serves to underline the principle "for the people, 
20-25 and of the people". SHG are homogeneous gathering of persons usually not more than 
thrit anduais who join on a voluntary basis in order to undertake the economic activity such as 

nd credit on the basis of equality nurturing trust. 
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MOBILE BANKING FOR FINANCIAL INCLUSION: AN ANALYSIS OF 

AWARENESS FOR MOBILE BANKING 

Ranju Kumar 

Bharall 
ABSTRACT) hctusive sustainable growth requires a strong inancial system. Financia inctuston cnablcs inclusive sustainable 

\ssistant Professor, Cinnamara College. Jorhat, AsSam 

cial inclusion stands for delivery of appropriate financial services 
econome and c aeeess to most basic banking service. Technologys Key to nanc ociusion. It Baato c eankine nractices mobile banking has emergcd as a most sao 

cost on tim 

inclusion in a county like India where there is penctration of mobile. The use of mobile banking for financia nciusion depends upon its 

awareness by common people. Awareness in tum is effected by the socio cconomic profile of the pcople.Against this backdrop ihe present study is 

to Now the awareness of the rural population for mobile banking. lcre the study arca 15 Jorhat dstrict otssam and the target 

pu poputaion. Multi stage random sampling method is used to draw sample respondent and an interview schedule was constructed to 

collect relevant data. 

KEYWORDS: Tinancial inclusion, mobile banking. awarcness. 

any where hanking which have great potential taking banking to INTRODUCTION: 
wn the growtn ot the Indian Econoniy, tocs has been on the 

attempt is being made to inchude mavimum number of people from all According to Vinayagamoorthy and Sankar, (2012) Mobsle Banking. 
the sections of the socicty in the process of economic growth. Finunce ulso known as M-Bunking. can pertom us TunetionsiKC mini 

has become an cssential part of an cconoiny tor economic and soci 

acveiopinentA sronE inancal Ssystem is required in a developing 
economy like India for inclusive sustainable growth. Financia 

inclusion enables inclusive sustainable economic and social 

developmentot the country. 

staterment, checking ot account nistory. SMs aicrts, acces to card 

statement, balance check. mobiie rechurge etc. va mooile prones 

Banks are constantly updating their technology and want to ncrease 

their customer base by reaching to each and every customer There are 

many advantages ot using mobilc banking. sSuch as peopic in the rural 

whenever reuired Vinavagamoorthy and Sankar, (2012) have Financial inclusion stands for delivery of appropriate financial 
services at an affordable cost on timely basis to vulnerable groups who discussed about the mobile banking and according to them it is a terrn 
lack uccess to even most base bunking service. inancal nclusion 

akes into account the participation of vulnerable groups such as transfer, balance check. payments etc. via mobile phones 

CNer secnons or n SOCiCty, low incone Broups and wonen in ne 

hnancial system of the country so that they have access to various According to V. Devadenan (2013) TechnologY plays a significant role 

inancial scrvices Uch s Sving and paymient nccount, Credit, 

nsurinee,pension etC. 

that is used for performng various banking ransactions like fund 

in banking sector. Banking is onc ot ihe largest institutions in the 

hnanc:al system constantly exploring the opportunity of technology 

customer. In the present dav informatione Technology led banking practices are 1the key to finaneial inclusion. It 
can rediuce cost of achieving financial inclusion significantly and can a very common technology for every individual as a means of 

tke Danking to ns se enoo kIg prtcc gcncr 

tcrm cicompussing inteTnetbnking. eiephore Dunking. mobile 
banking ete. In other words, it is a process of developing banking 

Services and producis through clectronic channel such as telephone. 

internet, nmobile phonc etc. 

COmmunication and intormation. Hence mobile banking is emerging 
dsn acrnate delivery channel for providling banking services. India 
s tne second largest tciccoi matket in the world whicn 1s naving 

potentiul 1or expunding mobile banking services. However, m 

nking has not become acceptable to millions of people in the country 

y oc phone has ccrged as the most popular, promising sccurity isse eeuny issue in mobile bunking Hence. 

and wel sUted technology lor linancial inclusion. The use of mobile banking anone bankingcuuta pay 

phone is very suitable tor inancal inciusion "hose countnies whetre 

there is deep penetration of the inobile phone Mobile banking I5 the 
provision of banking services to customers on tmCir hbileuevccs. n nuusury and TechnologY plays an iunportant role in every 

other words mobjle banking reters to provision nd usage D Banki"g anKIng 1s a b'g mobile telecommunication platto and nnatcia 

O ndia. 

LA ggrawal (2014) states that banking is the backbonc of ever 

the helP o1 moDe teicco ncatO enoogy wncn ptroinotes the banking functions in nal 
e convenient and user friendly thun traditional DnkIng eps tnC Dunks to inctcase heir custe Tlay 

fom ut banking It is covering the concept at anytime, anywhere 
DiC phone in hands. The nuimber ot mobile us 

lndia y nur, ddan. 201). obile bainking is a mobile inteet users sui c nereas 

ing is a mobile internet users gives the boost energy to the hoeie 

revolution that is driven by the wurld's one of the taster growing 

ectos ODile comimunication ecnnology STATEMENT OFTHE PROBLEM: 
T cision is recognized as prerequisite otf inclusne gr 

1ie prihe objective of tinancial inelusion is t d h 
Literature Keview 

n Services at an uflordable cost tuo entire ppua 

alscriniination Technology Ike møbile b.atk ing Wde 
and PCs are used for performing various banking services like cheek 

acun DlanCe, iini account stateinent, fund transler, bill paynient, 

t De ank ing 1s ne latest cdition to the 

TechnotoEy enabled hanking services AIMS, Intenet dinKmg. CTed 
Card and debit card and tele 5anking have cinergcd ds fmost elreey 

eices as a mcan of tinancial inclusion Mobile bun 
at e eusion as it can reduce cost siguificantiy 

take bank king 
Danks d not have eamala ic ho Ue he 

niobile banking services. This calls for a need to study a u 
Eopie TeRirding the use of mobile banking se 

eent uy cntteuwioDile Dank lng or s nroblem 

abyut 

Mobile bankins tor iIKIng services ad prodiict. 

Cveloped couniries ltis the e offered by retail bunk in 
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Technology (ICT) in Education: Its 
Relevance and Hindrances. 
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Abstract 
Global trend in education system requires the national education 

ystem to acguire new skil and tecbnology in teacbing and lkarning 

Information and communication tecbnology (CT) is the mast poweral 
tecbnology to shape the structure of education system. Today ICT is 
Pery relkvant in education lem as it enhances 1he ectveness of 

teaching arouse interest of learner in teaching learning proc 
However in the present education set up application fICT bas 

many bindrances such as inadequate skil and training f acher, 
inadegmate finance and infrastructure et. These bindrances are to be 

addressed with relevant soltion then onby ICT will ophimizg ie 

education system. 

Key words: Information and communication tecbnology, Eduano 

Relevance, Hindrance. 

Introduction: 

lODal changes and competitiveness in education system 

the national education system to acquire and 
skills and 

techniques in teaching and learning through adopdoation& 

technologies to cope up with the global trend. Intorwerful 
Communication Technology is the most releva t ill shape 
technological force in the teaching and learning process tn 
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Abstract 
The present Act East Policy of India was originally enunciated as 

Look East Policy of India. Act East Policyfocuses on extended neighborhood 

in the Asia Pacific region. The objective of this policy is to promote economic 

co-operation, cultural ties and develop strategic relationship with couniries 

in Asia Pacific region. The North East Region (NER) has been apriority in 

the Act East Policy This policy provides an interface berween North East 

India and Asean region. The location of NER is such that it shares only 4 

percent of its boundary with India whereas 96 percent is surrounded by 

various neighboring countries like Myanmar, Bangladesh, China and 

Bhutan. This unique location of the region indicates that there is huge geo- 

economic potential related with NER. The Act East Policy can explore this 

potential ofNorth East. This policy will foster connectivity and border trade 

which very significant for development of the region. 

Introduction 
An important foreign policy initiative of India in the post cold war period 

1s Look East Policy which was launched in the year 1991 during the tenure of 

Frime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao. The introduction of this policy can be 

nsidered as the first serious effort towards the featuring of North East in the 

Oreign policy of the country. Look East Policy has been one of the foremost attempts 

Our long term policy vision to open up the Indian economy for investment and 

ade with Southeast Asia. The aim of this policy was to forge close political link 
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Urbanization and Its Impact on 
Environment: An Analytical Study 
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Urbanization is a process of making an area more urban. To say a 
country or region is urbanizing implies that it is becoming more urban. 
Demographers have interpreted the concept of urbanization as a growing 
share of population living in urban settlement (poston & Bouviers, 2010). 
Urbanization is often used to refer to a broad based rural to urban transition 
involving population, land use, economic activity and culture or indeed any 
one of these (Mc Granahan & Satterthwaite). Urbanization symbolises the 
movement of people from rural to urban areas. Urbanization happens because 
of the increase in the extent and density of urban areas. Urbanization is a 
process that leads to the growth of cities and urban centres due to 

industrialisation and economic development. (Mohi Singh Rai, 2017). 
Urbanization which mainly manifested in the form of increasing trend of 
urban population occurs due to better employment opportunities, better 
medical facilities, better facilities for trade and commerce, better education, 

proximity to govt. administration ete. 
Urbanization has always raised environmental concem. Indeed the 

links between urbanization and environmental risk were more evident in 
early cities, where resources were more localised and environmental health 
issues loomed large. (Granahan & Satterthwaite). Although urbanization has 
cen an instrument ofeconomic, social and political progress, but in India, it 

has led to serious socio-economic problems. In India due to uncontrolled 
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Abstract: Banking system is the backbone oj an economy and 

technology in turn is becoming the backbone of banking activities. Over 

the years banking system witnessed a huge change in its fumctioning. The 

main driver of transformations in the banking system is the adaptation of 

technology led banking services. Technology is the key to financial

incusion. i can reduce cost of financial inclusion significantly and can 

take banking to masses. However, widening financial inclusion by using 
technology depends upon people 's perception on technolog)y and their 
adoption of technology. This study aims to formulate a conceptual

framework to determine the factors contributing to adoption of technolog 

led bank services. The Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of Planned 

Behaviour Theory of Reasoned Action and Perceived Risk Theory were 

used to study attitude and intention towards technology led banking. 
Perceived usefulness. perceived ease of use and subjective morms are the 

three important factors that infuence the attitude and intention towards 

technology led banking. Moreover, perceived risk and efectiveness of 
technology led banking for the consumer are other critical factors 

influencing intention to use technolog led banking services.

Key words: fechnology led banking services, financial inclusion,

conceptualframework, adoption of technolog
Introduction:
Overall development of an economy requires a strong, healthy and sustainable banking 

system. Infact banking system is the backbone of an economy and technology in turn has 
become the backbone of banking activities. Banks are in need to upgrade their customer services 
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Rural Health Facilities And Women 
Empowerment in Barbaruah Block, Dibrugarh 

Amal Jyoti Chiring 
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Abstract 
Women empowerment is of utmost 

significance for the development of a nation in
social, economic and political platforms. 
Empowering women proves to be benef+cial 
not only for a particular family or a society at 
present times, but also has an imprint upon the 

Women empowerment refers to the uplitmentof her social, political as well as economic status 
by being able to exercise all her rights with full 
freedom. In broader sense, women's 

future generations. Apart from the spread of 
education among women for the upliftment of 
their social, economic and political status; better 
health facilities are also equally important.healthy section of women can nurture a wealthy 
nation. For instance, a healthy Woman can 
actively participate in economic activities which 
will ultimately enhance her financial condition 
and thus the social and economic positions of her family is raised. Women empowement and Women's health are complementary to each 
other i.e. With empowerment of women health facilities becomes more accessible to them and 

empowerment means Women's access to and 
control over resources, which extends to their 

decision-making capabilities regarding household 
decisions, employment, income, household 
assets and expenditure, fertility, sexuality, and 

freedom of movement (physical mobility) and 

their control over material and intangible 
resources such as property, infomation and 
me, their position within the household vis 
vis other male and female household members 
ueir experience of domestic violence; and their 

education. Alongwith the spread of educatn 

better health facilities are equaly significantt 
providing women with a quality lite. 

Various studies and researcne 

regarding women's empowerment have sr 
S Close association with different demogrp 
and health issues. Women play a pivola 

raising children, caring for household mem 

and running the home, in addition to thetr 
n the world outside the home. This impi 

with provision of health facilities women can 
De empowered. An attempt has been made to 
analyse the health facilities available in the rural 
areas and how it corelates in empowering women. 
1. INTRODUCTION 

women undergo greater paystv 
sOCial 

desene 
ar 

The rights of equality for a woman 
ensures a distinguished living. t also secures 
her basic rights as an individual of the society. 

psychological burden, and hence ich 
an appropriate health care. The ways 

women are treated and the status 
ne 
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Mobile Banking for Financial Inclusion: Adoption and Challenges 

Ranju Kumar Bharali" 
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ABSTRACT 

il inclusion enobles inclusive sustainable development of the country Technology is the key to financiol inclusion. Mobile ino emerged as the most popular, promising and well suited technology for financial inclusion. Mobile bonkung as le of financial inclusion has great scope in lndia. However, it is seen that in India, majority of people have not odoptea 
ia toencing the adoption and acceptance of mobile banking and olso try to look at the challenges per with mobile at vorious bankin9 Ine factors 

s bosed on both prumary and secondary data. To collect informatiort20 customers each from three banks of Jorhattownwere selected as sampleresponden.AS @ resuG, total number of sample respondents were 60 from whom primary data were colected. The relevant secondary dota werecollected fromjournols, magazines and websites: The study revedls that adoption mobile banking depends upon foctors like compatibility trialability, complexity and perceived risk. Again there are numDer of challenges with the adoption of mobile banking which are to be addressed to make mobile banking a great potential for financiol inclusion. 

Keywords: Mobile bonking, Funancial inclusion Adoption 
INTRODUCTION 

With the growth of the Indian Economy, focus has been on the achievement of inclusive sustainable growth. A 

srong financialsystemis required for inclusive sustainable growmh. Financial inclusion enables inclusive sustainable 
economic and social development of the country. Technology is the key to financial inclusion. It can reduce cost 

significantly and can take banking to masses. Now a days mobile phone has emerged as the most popular, promising 
and well suited technology for financial inclusion. The use of mobile phone is very suitable for financial inclusion in 
the countries like India where there is deep penetration of the mobile phone. 

Concept of Financial Incusion 

Financial inclhusion stands for delivery of appropriate financial services at an affordable cost on timely basis to 

vlnerable groups who lack access to even most basis banking service. (Sanu Garg et.al. 2014).1 Financial inclusion 
takes into account the participation of vulnerable groups such as weaker section ofthe society, low income groups 
and women in financial system of the country so that they have access to various financial services such as saving and 

Payment account, credit, insurance, pension etc. According to the committee of Financial Inclusion headed by C. 

Nangarajan (2008)2 defined financial inclusion as "The process of ensuring access to financial services and timely and 

uuate, credit where needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker section and low income group at affordable 

CoSt. 

Concept of Mobile Banking 

e banking has emerged as new alternative way of banking which is more convenient and user friendly than 

nal torm of banking. It is covering the concept of anytime, anywhere banking into reality. Mobile banking 

TVOlution that is driven by the world's one of the fastest growing sectors mobile communication technology. 

tele e banking is defined as, "the provision and usage of banking and fnancial services with the help of mobile 

ncation devices. Mobile banking is a system that helps the customers to conduct a number of financial 

Ctions with the help of their mobile devices (Manav Aggrawal, z019). 

MOBILE BANKING IN INDIA

traditic 
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In India there are 86/.0 dre 867.80 million mobile phone subscribers of those L1.01 millon people use internet on these 
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Abstract 
Bamboo also regarded as 'green gold' has sigificant role in the 

socio-economic development of North Eastern Region as the region grows 
about two third of the bamboo resources of the couniry A large variety of 
bamboo species grows in the region. Due to its versatile nature and multiple 

uses bamboo has wide and varied scope for income and employment 
generation in North East. Bamboo is a way of life for tribal of the region 

and the basis of handicraft and cottage industries. It is also used in 

construction activities and it is a major source of raw material for paper 
and pulp industries. Presently it is fast emerging as a substitute of wood 

Bamboo is also identified as strategic resources to tackle climate change 
and environment degradation. Despite great potential bamboo sector has 

not gained desired momentum in the region due to various constraints such 

as regulatory restrictions, poor market linkage, poor technology application 
etc. To overcome such constraints various interventions are required 

specially on the part of govt. to achieve socio economic sustainability in 

the region. 

Bamboo which is also regarded as the Green Gold' of the 21 
century played a significant role in human society since time immemorial 
and today it contributes to the subsistence need of over a billion people 

worldwide. Due to its versatile nature and multiple uses, it is also called 

poor man's timber' Traditionally it has been used as material for housing 
and shelter, fencing, fuel, food and to make material for agriculture and 
other purposes. In moderm days, it is being used as raw material for various 

industries such as paper and pulp, construction and engineering material 
etc. Though bamboo grows tall like a tree, it belongs to the family of 
grass. Bamboo can be grown easily and grows much faster than any tree. 
I is very eco-friendly and now it is becoming a good substitute of wood. 
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Literally the term 'post-colonial' means the period after colonial time. 

Post-colonial refers to the study of texts both of during and after the colonial 

period. The influence of colonized upon the colonized is the main focus for 

the post-colonial study. Colonized people are always affected by the hands 

of colonizer. Colonial study analyses the influence of colonizer in matters 

like politics, culture, language, behaviour and economy. That is why post 

colonial study is also called a cultural study. The conflict between colonized

and colonizer in politics, colonizer's sense of possessiveness and struggle 

Or independence are some subjects of political matters. So, in this regard 

LOIS Tyson (2006) states that, "Post-colonial theory offers us a framework

10r examining the similarities among all critical theories that deal with human 

Ppression, such as Marxism, Feminist, gay, Lesbian and queer theories and 

urican American Theory" (p.418). Colonized people adopt the culture. 

nguage, lifestyle and behaviours of colonizer. 

The Mimic Men (1967) marks an important land mark in the literary 

cer of V.S. Naipaul. The novel portrays the condition of a newly 

he dent country in the Caribbean, the island of Isabella and projects 

uS the condition of the people in postcolonial era. The very title of the 
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Urbanization is a process of making an area more urban. To say a 
country or region is urbanizing implies that it is becoming more urban. 
Demographers have interpreted the concept of urbanization as a growing 
share of population living in urban settlement (poston & Bouviers, 2010). 
Urbanization is often used to refer to a broad based rural to urban transition 
involving population, land use, economic activity and culture or indeed any 
one of these (Mc Granahan & Satterthwaite). Urbanization symbolises the 
movement of people from rural to urban areas. Urbanization happens because 
of the increase in the extent and density of urban areas. Urbanization is a 
process that leads to the growth of cities and urban centres due to 

industrialisation and economic development. (Mohi Singh Rai, 2017). 
Urbanization which mainly manifested in the form of increasing trend of 
urban population occurs due to better employment opportunities, better 
medical facilities, better facilities for trade and commerce, better education, 

proximity to govt. administration ete. 
Urbanization has always raised environmental concem. Indeed the 

links between urbanization and environmental risk were more evident in 
early cities, where resources were more localised and environmental health 
issues loomed large. (Granahan & Satterthwaite). Although urbanization has 
cen an instrument ofeconomic, social and political progress, but in India, it 

has led to serious socio-economic problems. In India due to uncontrolled 
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